Studies of the relationship between brain lesions and behavioral deficits have long been used to evaluate models of brain function. An important early finding from classic neurological work, in the late 1880's until the mid 1900's, was that lesions to different brain regions produced different behavioral deficits, suggesting that specific regions were associated with particular behavioral functions. This result was observed both for basic sensory and motor domains and for higher-order domains such as language, memory, and attention.

As functional-anatomical models of these domains became more detailed with the emergence of cognitive science and then cognitive neuropsychology, in the 1960's studies focused on patients with deficits that might distinguish between models. In one tradition, the goal was to distinguish different functional models without regard to how those models were implemented in the brain, i.e., the anatomical or functional mechanism was irrelevant. For example, neuropsychological studies sought to distinguish different models of reading ([@R39]). These studies often reported analyses of single cases with highly specific behavioral deficits.

In another tradition, the focus was on both the lesion topography and the functional deficit, with the goal of testing the contribution of specific regions to specific processes within a behavioral domain. This latter goal led to the study of relatively small groups in which the lesion was restricted to a single, compact cortical location, such as the left inferior frontal gyrus in language versus task control ([@R57]), or the intraparietal sulcus in specific attention processes ([@R61]), and detailed behavioral assessments were limited to a particular domain such as language or attention. In a further development of the latter approach, lesion-symptom mapping was applied to larger samples of patients with heterogeneous lesion topographies in order to determine the whole-brain mapping of a particular behavioral measure ([@R4]; [@R30]). More recently, lesion-symptom mapping studies have been applied to less well-studied behavioral domains, such as emotions ([@R2]), self-consciousness ([@R27]) and intelligence ([@R19]).

Lesion-symptom mapping studies are based on a few important assumptions. First, that there is a specific relationship between a region of the brain and a functional process or behavior. While early neurological studies thought that complex behaviors were localized in specific brain regions, later on it was suggested that simpler cognitive operations are the unit of mental organization ([@R40]). According to this view, which is dominant in modern cognitive neuroscience and neuropsychology, complex behaviors are mediated by the activation of cognitive operations, often sequentially like in the case of processes for directing visuospatial attention (see below), and thus brain regions.

Lesions that damage specific regions or connections delete specific operations, interrupting the spatiotemporal chain of operations that support a specific behavior. Hence by using behavioral measures that isolate an elementary operation, lesion-behavior studies can identify the mapping between particular operations and specific brain regions. Perhaps the first example of this approach was the association of deficits in the putative elementary operations of *disengaging, shifting*, and *engaging* attention with damage, respectively, to the superior colliculus, pulvinar, and posterior parietal cortex ([@R41]). This logic was also applied to the problem of why damage to different brain regions can cause cognitive syndromes that on the surface appear similar. For example, hemispatial neglect is observed for strokes affecting the temporoparietal, superior temporal, and inferior frontal cortex, as well as multiple subcortical nuclei ([@R26]; [@R29]; [@R60], pp. 235--258). Researchers have tried to show that different sub-types of neglect, e.g., allocentric versus egocentric, or perceptual versus motor, are observed following damage to these different brain regions ([@R9]; [@R36]; [@R62]). However, we have been more impressed with the similarity and correlation between different behavioral deficits that are part of the neglect syndrome than their difference ([@R13]).

A second important assumption of lesion-symptom mapping studies is that the mapping of elementary operations/cognitive processes to single brain regions holds irrespective of the functional domain. Lesion-symptom mapping studies have been directed not only to basic sensory, motor, and cognitive functions, but also to high-level abilities such as theory of mind ([@R6]), emotional intelligence ([@R23]), and morality ([@R53]). However, as we will discuss later, this assumption may well be faulty, since functions may depend on flexible interactions among many brain regions. For example, we recently showed that while visual and motor impairments post-stroke are well predicted by the location of the lesion, memory and attention impairments are better predicted by functional interactions between brain regions than structural damage ([@R49]). This contrast might apply even more strongly to high-level domains such as intelligence, social and emotional cognition. The implication is then that lesion-symptom mapping is more suited for studying sensory-motor than cognitive impairments.

A final important assumption is that a statistically signifi-cant association between a behavioral deficit and a brain voxel is sufficient to link that voxel to a specific behavior/process. Three thorny issues undermine this assumption. The first, how to control for multiple comparisons when the statistical association with behavior is tested over many voxels (typically 30--50 K in a structural MRI scan), is well known. Secondly, most lesion-symptom mapping studies do not report how much of the variance in behavior across subjects is accounted for by the lesion. Recent studies have emphasized predictions of behavioral variance based on features of lesions such as volume and location, allowing the importance of those features to be better assessed ([@R49]). A final difficulty for univariate lesion-behavior techniques is how to control for the correlation among voxels induced by the natural size of strokes and their occurrence in specific vascular distributions (Mah, 2014, Brain). This factor can lead to serious mislocalization of brain-behavior associations. Multivariate techniques are particularly useful for solving this problem.

Notwithstanding the limitations highlighted above, lesion-symptom mapping studies have shaped modern ideas about human brain function. The existence of a language system ([@R63]), the role of the hippocampus in memory ([@R48]), the modularity of visual cortex for object features ([@R15]), the role of parietal ([@R14]) and frontal cortex ([@R37]) in representing space and actions; all of these insights are in large part due to careful clinical description of behavioral deficits coupled with anatomical observations, either through pathology or imaging. However, a focus on dissociations of function has perhaps overemphasized the degree to which the brain is a highly modular and segregated system, particularly following a stroke.

Correlated behavioral deficits following stroke {#S1}
===============================================

When neurologists and neuropsychologists round on a patient ward most of what they see does not spark their interest. Most patients fit a pattern of behavioral dysfunction that is known, or apparently known. Traditional teaching emphasizes patterns of behavioral dysfunction that conform to the vascular distribution of the stroke, e.g., an anterior cerebral artery or middle cerebral artery syndrome. The research emphasis, hence publications, are on rare cases that show interesting symptoms or dissociations from the norm. This leads to the paradoxical result that our ideas on brain--behavior relationships are effectively based on the exceptions rather than the norm. But then, what is the norm?

From a purely clinical perspective, most stroke patients have behavioral deficits that are less specific than those reported in neuropsychological studies, both within a domain and even across domains. For example, as discussed below, many aphasia patients have deficits across a spectrum of language functions as well as deficits of memory and other cognitive functions. From the perspective of finding behavioral dissociations, the presence of multiple deficits is a nuisance that prevents a proper study of how strokes affect behavior. But the frequent co-occurrence of deficits within and across domains is important for both practical and theoretical reasons.

For example, let's consider what emerges from studies of behavioral deficits that have measured behavior across large samples of stroke patients prospectively enrolled using a relatively simple standardized neurological assessment like the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS). Several studies ([@R67]) have looked at the pattern of behavioral deficits across patients and reported two factors, one for left and one for right hemisphere lesions. Each factor is split between a motor and a cognitive component and jointly accounts for more than 80% of variability across subjects. That is, independently of the location of the lesion and hence the vascular distribution, the variability of behavioral impairment did not separate into many independent dimensions, as one might have predicted from classic neuropsychology, but instead into a low dimensional structure consistent with correlated impairments.

This limited factor structure is not a consequence of the coarse nature of the NIHSS. We recently analyzed behavioral data from a prospective sample of 132 acute stroke patients ([@R12]). Each patient was tested with a behavioral battery that involved assessments within the domains of language, motor, attention, visual memory and verbal memory that were much more detailed than the NIHSS. Yet most of the variance in the language, motor, verbal memory, and spatial memory domains was captured by single factors (motor impairments were coded as contralesional/ipsilesional rather than left/right).

While previous reports had highlighted that the majority of motor impairment, in strength, coordination, range of motion, and function, both proximally and distally, can be summa-rized by a single 'motor' factor ([@R5]; [@R32]), more surprising was the finding of single factors for functions like language, verbal and spatial memory.

The lower the score a stroke patient had on one language test, the lower the score they were likely to have on another language test. A patient may have performed more poorly on one language sub-test than another, but any selective deficit often rode on top of an overall deficit. An overall language deficit, however, may be more readily observed when stroke patients are analyzed irrespective of their deficit, rather than when only patients initially classified as aphasics are tested. When the analysis was restricted to patients with language deficits, some evidence for separate comprehension and expression factors was observed ([@R12]), in better agreement with traditional models. A recent analysis on a large population of aphasic patients showed a 4-component structure in line with more traditional distinctions between comprehension, reading, and expression (Fong & Fucetola, in preparation). Therefore, although individual patients may have highly selective deficits within a domain, they are not representative of the stroke population. In our study of a prospective stroke sample, a single language factor accounted for 76% of variance across subjects. In the memory domain, two factors explained 66% of the variance: visuospatial memory loaded on one factor, and verbal memory loaded on a different factor. There was no clear separation between working, immediate, and delayed memory recall, and response criterion (discrimination index). The two memory factors were correlated and did not differentiate the side of the lesion. Finally, in the attention domain the analysis identified three factors that accounted for 57% of the variance. The first factor isolated a contralesional visual field bias, stronger in right hemisphere patients. The second factor isolated an overall performance (sustained attention) factor loading on low accuracy and slow reaction times, and was present in left and right hemisphere patients. The third factor was related to deficits in shifting attention.

Moreover, deficits in different domains were not independent. For example, patients with left visual field neglect also had some tendency to have motor deficits involving the left side of the body, as well as poorer spatial memory and slowed overall reaction time, while patients with language deficits were more likely to have deficits in verbal and to a lesser extent, spatial memory. Overall, only 1/3 of patients had deficits in a single domain, even though some important domains were not tested (e.g., executive function and social cognition).

At the highest level one can separate an attention-motor component, contralesional to the lesion, and a cognitive language-memory component ([@R12]; [@R44]) ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, this structure matches that found with the NIHSS, even though we used 42 neuropsychological tests over 6 domains of function (motor, attention, vision, language, visual and verbal memory), which should have yielded a more granular structure of behavioral deficits.

These results point to the importance of determining the population, covariance structure of behavioral deficits. The covariance among deficits both within a domain as well as across domains appear to account for the majority of variance in a clinically relevant stroke population. The structure of correlation seems to be specific, and not dependent on spurious factors such as low arousal or motivation, anxiety and depression, sample size or variability in performance especially at the acute stage. Correlation among behavioural impairments was present not only acutely post-stroke (1--2 weeks), but also at 3 and 12 months. Moreover, the amount of variance explained at each time point was approximately the same (69% 1--2 weeks; 65% 3 months; 62% at 12 months) even though the sample size became smaller with time because of attrition (n = 132 at 1--2 weeks; n = 103 at 3 months; n = 88 at 12 months). In addition, the variance accounted for remained stable even though in absolute terms all functions improved: language 62%, spatial memory 70%, visuospatial attention 70%, motor 58%, and verbal memory 38% ([@R44]). Finally, interactions between deficits influenced the amount of recovery. For instance, lower sub-acute attention scores were associated with worse language recovery ([@R44]). Significant interactions occurred between language and attention, spatial memory and attention, and spatial memory and motor function. Interactions were in both directions. For example, sub-acute language moderated the recovery of attention and sub-acute attention moderated the recovery of language ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The stability of behavioral clusters, their ability to account for variance over time, and the pattern of moderation on recovery makes it very unlikely that they reflect non-specific variables such as vigilance, motivation, anxiety/depression, performance variability or sample size. Rather they suggest that stroke lesions at least in the clinically relevant distribution examined here (see below) cause a common low dimensional set of behavioral deficits and clusters of deficits. Moreover, it appears that there are meaningful interactions on behavioral recovery. For instance, spatial memory deficits appear to co-vary with all other domains (motor, attention, language, verbal memory), and the recovery of spatial memory asymmetrically influences the recovery of attention ad motor deficits.

Theoretical implications of correlated deficits {#S2}
-----------------------------------------------

The low dimensionality of behavioural deficits post-stroke is surprising. The location of the lesions was highly heterogeneous, and a modular view of brain function might have predicted many more clusters.

The low dimensionality may reflect in part the relatively small number of patients with a specific kind of impairment, e.g., only 30% of the patients had aphasia in our sample, which is in line with the frequency of aphasia in a non-selected stroke population. This distribution tends to highlight differences between aphasics versus non-aphasics rather than differences among different aphasia subgroups. In fact, when we repeat the analysis on exclusively left hemisphere or aphasic patients, we do identify two additional components -- one related to control, the other to phonology-- still correlated with the overall language component (Baldassarre et al. in preparation). In addition, as mentioned above a PCA on many language tests in \~300 aphasics yields more factors, but still a fairly low number (Fong & Fucetola). In our opinion, the low dimensionality we observe both within and across domains, as well as the pattern of interaction, reflects the highest level of a nested hierarchy of correlated deficits following stroke, which is relatively independent of lesion location.

Is it possible that purer, more modular, deficits would be found, if the tests were more directed to specific processes? We think that this is unlikely. In a pioneering study of 287 stroke patients performance on a broad range of cognitive tests (putatively targeting attention and executive functions, different language, memory, praxis, motor function, affect, and number processing) was measured on the Birmingham cognitive screen ([@R35]). In general, in all domains the degree of association between different processes within a domain was very high. Moreover, nominal assignment of specific tests to specific cognitive functions were largely invalid. For example, complex figure copying linked to tests of executive function (such as rule finding and shifting), attention (apple cancellation), praxis (multi-step object use), language (sentence reading), and the Barthel index of activities of daily living and motor function.

Hence pure dissociations almost never occur, both because of correlation of processes within/across domains, as well as because of correlation induced by the need to combine multiple processes even in simple tasks. An important challenge for the future will be to examine where cases of classic double dissociation, in which one patient fails predominantly in one or another task process, falls in the continuum of inter-subject covariance within/across domains of function. Our hypothesis would predict that these cases would be just extremes on a normal distribution of deficit association rather than outliers.

Our current hypothesis is that the correlation of behavioral deficits reflects a correlation of physiological processes that are represented in a distributed network rather than in local modules. The process correlation reflects similarities across subjects in the way tasks are performed in relation to physical constraints related to the environment, the body, and the organization of cognitive systems. This issue will be further elaborated later on when we discuss neural mechanisms.

Here we care to highlight that the need to move from a framework centered on a collection of highly specific dissociations within each domain, hence a view of highly segregated brain modules, to one of interactions across domains, hence more integrated at the neural level, was very much on Glyn Humphreys' mind especially in his most recent work. Glyn and his collaborators in Birmingham and then Oxford developed a multi-domain assessment of behavioral impairment post-stroke that was both 'broad' and 'shallow' in his own words, allowing impairments across multiple domains to be measured in a time efficient manner ([@R8]; [@R17]). The Birmingham Cognitive Screen (BcoS) which then morphed into the Oxford Cognitive Screen (OCS) has been validated in several countries (Singapore, Italy, Russia) and more recently tested in African countries ([@R25]).

Practical consequences of correlated deficits {#S3}
=============================================

From a practical standpoint, the presence of correlated deficits following stroke has important implications. Because recovery needs to occur broadly over a domain rather than for a single process putatively damaged by the stroke, it is important to know how well therapies that target one function generalize to other functions within the domain. In addition, recovery in one behavioral domain may depend on the presence of deficits in other domains and this relationship may differ across domains. For example, Ramsey et al. \[[@R44] \#8857\] recently reported that recovery of attention-related deficits was negatively related to the number of deficits in other domains, with a marginal effect for spatial memory, but a similar relationship was not significant for the other tested domains. More generally, a focus on patients with very selective deficits inevitably ignores the great majority of patients with stroke, while a focus on a single behavioral domain or a particular process within a domain yields an incomplete picture of a patient's deficits and prognosis for recovery.

As epidemiological, genetic, and intervention studies try to capture in even more detail subgroups of patients, these behavioral phenotypes will be sensitive and appropriate measures of behavioral impairment at the population level.

Neurological factors driving the covariance structure of stroke-induced deficits {#S4}
================================================================================

Why do strokes produce multiple deficits that have a specific covariance structure? A traditional answer is that the covariance of deficits arises because strokes occur within vascular territories. Two behavioral processes that involve cortical regions within the same territory will tend to show correlated deficits. However, this explanation does not fully account for the covariance structure. Spatial and verbal memory deficits tend to be correlated, but each is poorly predicted by lesion topography and the lesion-based predictability that can be demonstrated tends to involve different hemispheres ([@R12]).

We think that the covariance structure of deficits additionally reflects two important facts about stroke. First, strokes structurally damage subcortical regions and white matter much more frequently than cortex. This important result has been shown by several analyses of representative stroke samples ([@R28]; [@R64]). In a recent study ([@R12]), we showed that damage to regions of the white matter that contain a high number of fiber pathways linearly relate to the number of impaired domains of function.

A second fact, which partly follows from the first, is that the physiological effects of a stroke extend to tissue far removed from the structural damage. These physiological effects have been demonstrated using perfusion and other measures ([@R22]), and are especially prominent in studies of blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional connectivity (FC) ([@R21]), which measures the inter-regional temporal correlation of the BOLD signal typically at rest, i.e., in the absence of any overt task.^[1](#FN2){ref-type="fn"}^

White matter damage impairs the communication between brain regions, which likely underlies the sensitivity of FC to stroke-induced impairment. The efficacy of cognitive processes depends on communication between multiple areas and since major, associative white matter tracts underlie this communication, it is not surprising that white matter damage involving these tracts is particularly likely to produce multiple deficits. Just as importantly, the effect of this damage propagates through the brain, with widespread changes in resting functional connectivity. Interestingly, the latter changes afford a better prediction of cognitive deficits such as attention and memory than the lesions themselves ([@R49]). This is consistent with the fact that higher-order functions critically depend on the interactions between brain regions.

Two important points emerge from the joint analysis of how well structural and FC variables account for behavior. First, different cognitive deficits are predicted by alterations of FC that involve a large number of regions. For instance, in the case of visuospatial attention deficits, nearly 50% of all brain regions show characteristic FC dysfunction ([@R3]). Therefore, a large chunk of the brain sits in an abnormal state of functional connectivity, which accounts for a significant fraction of the measured behavioral deficit. Secondly, the behavioral specificity of FC alteration, e.g., for attention versus motor versus memory, is not given by the kind of FC alteration, but its topography. In fact, two phenotypes of FC dysfunction, namely a loss of inter-hemispheric correlation, and an abnormally strong intra-hemispheric correlation between regions/networks that are normally segregated, account for behavioral deficits across different domains ([@R3]; [@R49]) ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). What provides specificity is the topography of these changes across brain regions/networks.

In summary, the low dimensionality of behavioral deficits within/across domains is matched by a low dimensionality of correlated patterns of abnormal FC that involve widespread parts of cortex, especially for cognitive deficits. We are in the process of examining global measures of connectivity (e.g., modularity) that could become neuroimaging biomarker of injury and recovery, even at the level of single cases ([@R51]).

How do low dimensional alterations of functional connectivity relate to correlated behavioral deficits? {#S5}
=======================================================================================================

We propose that the low dimensionality of behavior and FC alterations following stroke reflect a decrease of the entropy of neural states that the brain generates at rest and during behavior ([@R1]; [@R45]).

Recent analyses of the graph structure of inter-regional interactions have shown that at rest, most interactions occur within modular networks that have particular functional roles (e.g., the motor, default, dorsal attention networks) ([@R42]; [@R66]). A highly modular network structure might seem to limit the degree to which lesion-induced deficits would be expressed in multiple domains. However, the modular network structure at rest in the healthy brain becomes less modular during task processing, which is the context in which behavioral measures are collected. Although the overall topography of functional connection is preserved during a task ([@R11]; [@R52]), which has led to the idea that rest and task connectivity patterns are highly similar, recent work indicates that performing a task significantly alters functional interactions among brain regions ([@R7]; [@R54]; [@R31]).

More speculatively, a decrease in modularity during active behavior may partly reflect a strategy, mostly investigated in the motor system, for responding efficiently in a complex environment. Because of the enormous number of degrees of freedom that characterize hand movements, motor researchers have emphasized the importance of synergies that reduce dimensionality by coupling the movements of individual components ([@R46]; [@R47]). Analyses of naturalistic hand postures indicate that only a few principal components explain large amounts of variance ([@R24]; [@R46]). These synergies are reflected in the organization of the motor system ([@R33]). In M1, for example, single neurons are not dedicated to single fingers ([@R47]). Synergies, incorporated in the brain to solve the computational problem of a combinatorial explosion, naturally lead to correlated deficits, which may partly explain why we found that motor deficits in patients were largely accounted for by a single factor. Although synergies have mostly been explored within the motor domain, similar ideas may apply to other domains as well. It is possible for instance that there are '*cognitive synergies*' that represent canonical patterns of highly frequent behavior or information states, which at the same time constrain natural behavior and provide 'priors' for its execution. An example is recent evidence that, although executive functions are often divided in different processes, each with its own neural locus, across multiple ages and populations, executive processes are robustly correlated across subjects, and activate a common set of regions ([@R18]). Such synergy in executive processes shall manifest after lesions with correlated impairment and presumably low-dimensional patterns of abnormal connectivity.

These cognitive synergies may be reflected in canonical patterns of multi-network correlation that have consistency both in space and in time, i.e., in the temporal sequence of directional interactions. Although synergies may be most strongly observed during tasks, they may also be coded or present in resting state activity, forming a prior or scaffolding that constrains task performance.

Synergies decrease the dimensionality of neural states and the corresponding behaviors. A stroke may further decrease dimensionality by damaging connections, leading to less variability in neural and behavioral patterns. We have empirically observed that alterations in resting FC following lesions are not confined to single networks, although some specificity is observed ([@R38]), and tend to involve a large number of brain regions ([@R3]).

We think that alterations in resting FC secondary to focal injuries decrease the variability of neural states that the brain can explore both at rest and during tasks, hence the ability to process information effectively. Whole brain computational modeling is a new branch of computational neuroscience that uses realistic models of brain structural connectivity and models of local neural dynamics to analyze the emergence of global dynamic patterns ([@R16]). In one study ([@R1]) we applied the lesions from a group of stroke patients to the model, weakening the connections of damaged cortical regions with the rest of the brain. Using measures of integration, i.e., largest cluster at multiple threshold of correlation magnitude, both empirical and model-based, and of segregation in the model, i.e., variability of patterns obtained during random sensory stimulation, we showed that lesions cause a decrement of both integration and segregation of network correlation. Importantly these measures were also related to empirical measures of FC dysfunction and behavior in the same patients. In another study ([@R45]), we measured the entropy of brain regions (nodes) in empirical and modeled functional networks reconstructed from resting state fMRI to ask whether the variability of neural states (entropy) related to the richness of structural connections to/from that node. Overall, a strong positive correlation was found between node entropy (functional) and structure, node strength, especially. Moreover, in stroke a reduction of entropy was present not only in the damaged hemisphere, but also in the normal hemisphere, and correlated with loss of inter-hemispheric FC, the most common FC marker of stroke. Globally, information diffusion was also affected in empirical and modeled strokes compared with healthy controls. Therefore, both studies show that it is now possible to model in a computer the effect of stroke, and that FC measures in stroke relate to abnormalities of neural states with a reduction of information transfer across brain regions. In future work, it will be interesting to validate these concepts using recently developed measures of complexity obtained during non-invasive stimulation with TMS ([@R10]; [@R58]).

Why is the low dimensionality of behavior and FC important from a clinical standpoint? {#S6}
======================================================================================

If an injured brain is unable to generate variable neural states, and if this low variability is expressed in a low dimensional pattern of behavior and FC, then one goal of rehabilitation, including more recent neurostimulation approaches using TMS and tDCS, might be to improve or normalize this variability.

We have recently shown that recovery of neurological function is strongly related to a normalization of FC abnormalities, specifically an improvement of modularity, which is a global measure of balanced integration/segregation ([@R51]). Therefore, measures of modularity based on FC might serve as a neurophysiological marker of recovery to assess the efficacy of interventions. Moreover, these measures could become the target of intervention. In other words, one could design interventions to improve brain modularity rather than behavior. These interventions might include again neurostimulation or more directly, brain-computer interfaces. Finally, in contrast to what is commonly done, our empirical data and modeling suggest that it would be difficult to take a brain from a state of low noise to a state of normal noise by just stimulating one site. The widespread nature of the changes in behaviorally relevant FC (or modularity) following a stroke indicates that multi-site stimulation protocols would likely be more effective. The appropriate paradigm could be guided by whole brain computational approaches that combine a study of local global dynamics with that of the controllability of the system from an engineering perspective ([@R20]). However, the translation of such modeling to treatment will not be easy.

Conclusions {#S7}
===========

Neurological deficits at the population level are more correlated than one might expect from reading the neuropsychological literature. Accordingly, the multi-domain approach pioneered by Glyn Humphreys represents a new, fundamental development in neuropsychology. Understanding the complex 3-way mapping between structural damage, physiological abnormalities and behavioral deficits will be aided by studies involving large samples that are coupled to sophisticated multivariate analysis techniques. These studies will enable the development of a new functional anatomy of behavioral deficits that takes into account large-scale interactions between brain regions.
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BOLD FC is thought to reflect a physiological marker of structural connections, which is 'weighted' by the amount of task-dependent activity occurring on those connections ([@R34]; [@R43]; [@R65]). In other words, regions of the brain that are commonly co-activated during behaviour will maintain a high level of correlation at rest. This hypothesis explains the high similarity between FC at rest and task-evoked activity topography at the group and individual level ([@R52]; [@R56]); modifications of rest FC after learning novel tasks ([@R55]); and extensively documented correlations between individual variations in performance and resting FC ([@R59]). In the case of lesions, the correlation between behavioural deficits and resting FC must depend on alterations of the normal patterns of synchronization among brain regions during task performance, but this relationship between resting and task FC in stroke patients has not been yet systematically evaluated.

In addition, FC-behaviour correlation in patients are prone to many artefacts including problems with the co-registration of functional data in lesioned brains; movement-related artefacts and alterations of the neurovascular coupling, i.e., mechanisms that allow blood vessels to dilate in response to local neuronal activity. These points are extensively discussed in a recent review in which we also provide best practice recommendations for fMRI clinical studies ([@R50]).

![Behavioral clusters in stroke at 2 weeks (left). Thickness of line indicates strength of correlation between behavioral deficits across subjects. Moderation effect between cognitive deficits on recovery (performance change from 2 weeks to 3 months) (right). The size of the arrow is proportional to the moderation. Adapted from [@R44].](nihms969589f1){#F1}

![Functional connectivity (FC) correlates of stroke. Two most common phenotypes of abnormal connectivity that correlate with behavioral deficits: decrease of inter-hemispheric FC, and abnormally strong intra-hemispheric FC between networks that are typically not correlated (e.g., dorsal attention (blue) and default (red). These two abnormalities are strongly correlated. Adapted from [@R49].](nihms969589f2){#F2}
